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The rights of Afghan women are essential to peace negotiations. Afghanistan and its
donors: a critical
time
By Nematullah Bizhan
23 November 2020

The Geneva Conference on Afghanistan, on 23 and 24 November, presents an important
opportunity for renewing the partnership between Afghanistan and the international
community. It can help secure Afghanistan’s transition from aid dependency to self-reliance,
and from conflict to peace.

After the controversial US-Taliban accord of February 2020, talks between the Afghan
government and the Taliban commenced in Doha in September. Even if negotiations
between the Afghan government and the Taliban progress well, and both sides then uphold
their prospective commitments, these will still only be the first steps towards lasting
stability in Afghanistan. I have written extensively elsewhere about what is needed to secure
Afghanistan’s transition and a potential political settlement. In this blog, I focus on what is
required from donors.

In a best-case scenario, violence will fall significantly, and along with it the direct and
indirect costs of security. The World Bank estimates that in such a scenario Afghanistan will
be able to make do with about US$6.3 billion annually in military and development aid for
the next five years, 26% less than the current level. This assumes a significant increase in
domestic revenue. However, if the peace process fails and the level of violence increases,
the World Bank says Afghanistan will need an additional US$2 billion of aid annually.

Getting aid that is sufficient even for the best case will be difficult. Aid to Afghanistan has
already fallen. United States security and non-security aid to Afghanistan has dropped from
a high of US$6.2 billion in 2011 to US$4.5 billion in 2020. In its 2020 aid budget, Australia
cut its development assistance to Afghanistan from AU$80 million in 2019-20 to AU$52
million in 2020-21.

The COVID-19 pandemic has weakened economies worldwide. Recent progress in the
development of the COVID-19 vaccine has created optimism that the global economy could
bounce back next year, but aid budgets are still likely to come under pressure.

https://um.fi/afghanistan-conference-2020
https://devpolicy.org/is-the-us-taliban-agreement-a-path-to-peace-in-afghanistan-20200306/
https://www.aiss.af/assets/aiss_publication/Prospects--Economic-Priorities-for-a-Durable-Peace-in-Afghanistan_English.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/32815/Financing-Peace-Fiscal-Challenges-and-Implications-for-a-Post-Settlement-Afghanistan.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/pbs-2020-21-dfat-aid-budget-summary.pdf
https://devpolicy.org
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The other risk is that if the international community thinks that the settlement now being
negotiated will compromise the rights of women, or human rights and democratic values
more generally, then it will be reluctant to provide much aid. This risk can be mitigated by
donors making their aid conditional, and by the Afghan government ensuring that such
gains are protected in whatever agreement they reach with the Taliban.

How generous donors will be remains to be seen. If the required donor financing is not
available, it will not only undermine stability but put a post-settlement order at the risk of
collapse. This has happened before, with the termination of foreign aid from the Soviet
Union contributing to the collapse of the regime it supported and a political transition in the
1990s.

Lasting stability in Afghanistan depends not only on how inclusive the negotiated settlement
is, but also on how inclusive post-settlement development benefits are. The former will
reduce the likelihood of the emergence of challenges from excluded violent groups, while
the latter will offer hope and reduce the incentives that trigger violence. Donors have a
critical role to play in both encouraging an inclusive settlement and financing inclusive
development post-settlement.

The trajectory from war to peace in Afghanistan will be far more complicated than that from
peace to war. Ultimately, Afghans will determine their own destiny, but the international
community’s political and financial support to Afghanistan will remain vital in paving a path
to stability and self-reliance.
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